Lab Instructor:

Name: Mikhail Shchukin
Email: vladimmi@uregina.ca

Lab Room CL105: http://www.cs.uregina.ca/Dept/OfficeHours/c105.html

Lab Operation:

- Lab is complementary to the classroom teaching.
- Lab focuses on practical hands on experience.
- Come to your scheduled lab section.
- I will take attendance.
- Lab notes are online. http://www.cs.uregina.ca/Links/class-info/201/
- We highly recommend that you read the materials before you come to the corresponding labs.
- Lab instructor gives about 20 – 40 minutes pre-lab talk/conference to highlight or demonstrate the major points at the beginning of each lab session. Sometimes it could be longer depending on the contents of a lab.
- You are expected to read on your own to become aware of all of the details given in the online lab notes.

Lab Marking:

The mark for each lab can be different from the others. The class instructor decides the weight of labs for the class final mark. You are required to do your lab assignments. There is no lab test for this class.

Students will hand in their lab assignments at the beginning of the next lab. In turn, the previous assignment that has been marked will be returned. Some labs may require an electronic submission or an in-lab demo. Will let you know at the time.

You need to use a cover page for your lab assignments including the information such as student name, student number, lab section, and lab number. A sample is in the next page.